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MIL-C-5015 Connectors                                                          MS-E/F/R/ER

How to Order

ITT Cannon is the foremost manufacturer of MS and
MS type connectors with the widest range of
connector styles, sizes and variations in the indus-
try. These connectors utilize the finest materials,
which, along with precision manufacturing and rigid
quality control, assure ITT Cannon customers of the
finest quality connectors.
These circular connectors were originally designed
for aircraft, but are now widely used in many other
fields. They are particularly suitable for commercial
applications requiring low cost and high reliability.

ENVIRONMENTAL RESISTANT MS-E, MS-F,
MS-R AND F80 (Solder/Crimp Termination)
MS-E, MS-F and MS-R are similar to MS-A and
MS-B connectors but have resilient insulators and
wire sealing grommets for extreme environmental
conditions and high altitude sealing. MS-E's and
MS-F's have a mechanical cable clamp; the MS-R
has a shorter, lighter weight endbell without the
cable clamp. Both the MS-F and MS-R have 0 rings
to supplement the interfacial seal. Shells are alumi-
num alloy. Contacts are siliver plated copper alloy.
The F80 modification (crimp contact termination) is
available in E, R, F and BFR styles with resilient
insulators.

In the latest revision of MIL-C-5015, a new class of
environment-resistant connectors was added. This
new class F connector supersedes the previous
class E connector. The MS3106F is identical to the
MS3106E except that the MS3106F has an "0"
ring under the coupling nut. The class E will still be
available upon request for exitsting programs, and
upon ordering will also bear the E nomenclature on
the shell.
MS-F and MS-R connectors are designed to operate
in the extreme environmental conditions of high
altitude filight and must be completely sealed to
withstand moisture, condensation, vibration, corona
and flashover caused by high altitude environments.
They have resilient grommet with internal restric-
tions in the wire cavities which act as 0 rings
around the wires. This allows the wires to slide thru
the grommet with a minimum of friction, yet when
the ferrule is seated and the endbell tightened it
provides a perfect wire seal thru a wide variety of
wire diameters. This seal at the rear, plus the
interfacial seal at the front, effects a completely
environment-resistant asssembly when the plug is
mated to and F or R receptacle. Sockets are of the
closed-entry type.
The temperature range for this connector is -55˚C
(-67˚F) to +125˚C (+257˚F) and meets the
requirements of MIL-C-5015.
The F80 modification (crimp contact termination) is
avialable in resilient insulators in the E, R, F, and
BFR styles, creating a large selection of insert
assemblies and hardware. Components are identical
to the MS-5015 except that the contacts are
modified for crimp termination providing and in-
expensive crimp contact connector with the proven
reliability of and complete intermateability with the
MS-5015 series. See page 187 for assembly in-
structions. Cable clamps have been integrally de-
signed with the endbell on MS-E and MS-F connec-
tors. Class R is without the cable clamp.

POTTING ER CONNECTORS (Solder Contact
Termination)
These lightweight potting connectors provide re-
sistance to salt water, fuels, etc., and will with-
stand the effects of high vibration. 3100 and 3106
connectors with plastic potting cups and resilient
inserts meet the requirements of MS3103 and
MS25183. Contacts are silver plated copper or
brass. ER insulators are resilient; shells are alumi-
num alloy. A 90˚ plug (3108ER) is also available.

ACCESSORIES
Accessories to fit MS connectors include junction
shells, protective caps, dummy or stowage recepta-
cles, cable clamps, telescoping bushings.

PREFIX

CA
MS

3106
3106

R
R

20
20

27
27

P
P

W
W

*
-

-
-

PREFIX
MS - Conforms to latest MIL-C-5015 revision
CA - Cannon designation (for any modification)

Coupling thread diameter in sixteenths of an inch

See pages 171-174

P for Pin; S for Socket

W, X, Y and Z (omit for "Normal")

(applies to CA numbers only, not MS)
F80 - Crimp type contacts. See page 187 for
assembly instructions.

3100 - Wall mounting receptacle
3101 - Cable connecting plug
3102 - Box mounting receptacle
3106 - Straight plug
3108 - 90˚ angle plug

E/F - Environmental with resilient insulators
and integral cable clamp.
R - Environmental with resilient insualtors
and shortened light weight endbell; also
additional sealing with 0 ring seal under
coupling nut in styles 3106 and 3108

When ordering MS3106F to the Cannon part number, designate

CA06R. See pages 177 and 181.

*

*

SHELL STYLE

SHELL STYLE

CLASS

CLASS

SHELL SIZE

SHELL SIZE

CONTACT ARRANGEMENT

CONTACT ARRANGEMENTs

CONTACT TYPE

CONTACT TYPE

ALTERNATE INSERT POSITION

ALTERNATE INSERT POSITION

MODIFICATION CODE

MODIFICATION CODE
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MIL-C-5015 Connectors                                                          MS-E/F/R/ER

How to Order

Wall Mounting Receptacle

MS3103
Nylon Potting Cup
Threaded Attachment Ring

CA3100ER

PREFIX

PREFIX
CA - ITT Cannon prefix indicating special applica-
        tion or variation of MS

The CA3100ER receptacle (MS3103) is supplied with a resilient insulator and nylon potting cup with a
threaded attachment ring. This receptacle mates with 3106, 3107, and 3108 plugs.

S
R Polarizing

Boss

T Dia.
4 Mtg. Holes A Thd.

L

Coupling thread diameter figured in sixteenths of
an inch

See pages 171-174

P for Pin: S for Socket

3100 - Wall mounting receptacle (MS3103)
3106 - Straight plug (MS25183)
3108 - 90˚ angle plug

ER - Resilient insulator, nylon potting cup and
        thread attachment ring
No class designator for MS types.

SHELL STYLE

SHELL STYLE

MS
MS
CA

25183
3103
3100

-
-

ER

18
18
18

10
10
10

P
P
P

-
-
-

COTNACT ARRANGEMENTS

COTNACT TYPE

SHELL STYLE

CLASS

CLASS

SHELL SIZE

CONTACT ARRANGEMENT

CONTACT TYPE

Shell
Size

Performance Specifications - Page 168

Contact, Sealing Plugs, Assembly Tools - Page

187

Contact Arrangements - Page 171-174

8S

10S

10SL

12S

14S

16S

12

14

16

18

20

22

24

28

32

36

L
Max.

R
+_.005 (+_0.13)

R
+.010 (+0.25)
-.005 (+0.13)

S
Max.

A
Thread

.594 (15.09)

.719 (18.26)

.719 (18.26)

.812 (20.62)

.906 (23.01)

.969 (24.61)

.812 (20.62)

.906 (23.01)

.968 (24.59)

1.062 (26.97)

1.156 (29.36)

1.250 (31.75)

1.375 (34.92)

1.562 (39.67)

1.750 (44.45)

1.938 (49.23)

1.531 (38.89)

1.531 (38.89)

1.531 (38.89)

1.531 (38.89)

1.531 (38.89)

1.531 (38.89)

1.968 (49.99)

1.968 (49.99)

1.968 (49.99)

1.968 (49.99)

2.188 (55.58)

2.188 (55.58)

2.188 (55.58)

2.188 (55.58)

2.188 (55.58)

2.188 (55.58)

.906 (23.01)

1.031 (26.19)

1.031 (26.19)

1.125 (28.58)

1.219 (30.96)

1.312 (33.32)

1.125 (28.58)

1.219 (30.96)

1.312 (33.32)

1.406 (35.71)

1.531 (38.89)

1.656 (42.06)

1.781 (45.24)

2.031 (51.59)

2.281 (57.94)

2.531 (64.29)

.120 (3.05)

.120 (3.05)

.120 (3.05)

.120 (3.05)

.120 (3.05)

.120 (3.05)

.120 (3.05)

.120 (3.05)

.120 (3.05)

.120 (3.05)

.120 (3.05)

.120 (3.05)

.147 (3.73)

.147 (3.73)

.173 (4.39)

.173 (4.39)

1/2-28UNEF-2A

5/8-24NEF-2A

5/8-24NEF-2A

3/4-20UNEF-2A

7/8-20UNEF-2A

1-20UNEF-2A

3/4-20UNEF-2A

3/4-20UNEF-2A

1-20UNEF-2A

1-1/8-18NEF-2A

1-1/4-18NEF-2A

1-3/8-18NEF-2A

1-1/2-18NEF-2A

1-3/4-18NS-2A

2-18NS-2A

2-1/4-16UN-2A

MS type potting connectors are available with nylon
cups. 00 and 06 shell styles with plastic cups and
resilient insulators meet the requirments of
MS3103 and MS25183. Also available is the 08
plug with resilient insulator and 90˚ angle nylon
potting cup.
ITT Cannon provides for a 1/4" clearance for
potting on all contact sizes.
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MIL-C-5015 Bulkhead Receptacles                                                BFR/TBF

How to Order

Thru-Bulkhead Receptacle

PREFIX

BF

TBF

R 14S

20

-

-

5

15

P

PS

1*

*

PREFIX

BF - Bulkhead Fittings
TBF - Thru bulkhead fittings

See pages 171 - 174.

P for Pin; S for Socket; PS for Pin and Socket (TBF
only)

(Consult factory for available alternate positions.)

BFR only; see chart on page 183

* R - Resilient insulators
  H - Hermetic; see page 327

Coupling thread diameter figured in sixteenths of
an inch

*Letter designator "R" not required for TBF.

TBF - Resilient Insulator

Pin Insert End

Performance Specifications - Page 168 Contacts, Sealing Plugs, Assembly Tools - Page 187 Contact Arrangements - Page 171-174

Shell
Size

K
Max.

L
Max.

R
+_.005 (0.13)

S
+_.031 (0.79)

V
Max.

A
Thread

T
+.010 (0.25)
-.005 (0.13)

M
+.031 (0.79)
-.000 (0.00)

8S

10S

10SL

12S

14S

16S

12

14

16

18

20

22

24

28

32

36

40

.125 (3.18)

.125 (3.18)

.125 (3.18)

.140 (3.56)

.140 (3.56)

.140 (3.56)

.146 (3.71)

.146 (3.71)

.146 (3.71)

.180 (4.57)

.180 (4.57)

.180 (4.57)

.203 (5.16)

.203 (5.16)

.203 (5.16)

.203 (5.16)

.203 (5.16)

1.482 (37.64)

1.482 (37.64)

1.482 (37.64)

1.482 (37.64)

1.482 (37.64)

1.482 (37.64)

2.030 (51.56)

2.030 (51.56)

2.030 (51.56)

2.030 (51.56)

2.030 (51.56)

2.030 (51.56)

2.030 (51.56)

2.030 (51.56)

2.030 (51.56)

2.030 (51.56)

2.030 (51.56)

.562 (14.27)

.562 (14.27)

.562 (14.27)

.562 (14.27)

.562 (14.27)

.562 (14.27)

.750 (19.05)

.750 (19.05)

.750 (19.05)

.750 (19.05)

.750 (19.05)

.750 (19.05)

.812 (20.62)

.812 (20.62)

.875 (22.22)

.812 (20.62)

.875 (22.22)

.594 )15.09)

.179 (18.26)

.179 (18.26)

.812 (20.62)

.906 (23.01)

.968 (24.59)

.812 (20.62)

.906 (23.01)

.968 (24.59)

1.062 (26.97)

1.156 (29.36)

1.250 (31.75)

1.375 (34.92)

1.562 (39.67)

1.750 (44.45)

1.938 (49.23)

2.188 (55.58)

.875 (22.22)

1.000 (25.40)

1.000 (25.40)

1.094 (27.79)

1.188 (30.18)

1.281 (32.54)

1.094 (27.79)

1.188 (30.18)

1.281 (32.54)

1.375 (34.92)

1.500 (38.10)

1.625 (41.28)

1.750 (44.45)

2.000 (50.80)

2.250 (57.15)

2.500 (63.50)

2.750 (69.85)

.120 (3.05)

.120 (3.05)

.120 (3.05)

.120 (3.05)

.120 (3.05)

.120 (3.05)

.120 (3.05)

.120 (3.05)

.120 (3.05)

.120 (3.05)

.120 (3.05)

.120 (3.05)

.147 (3.73)

.147 (3.73)

.173 (4.39)

.173 (4.39)

.173 (4.39)

.325 (8.26)

.325 (8.26)

.325 (8.26)

.325 (8.26)

.325 (8.26)

.325 (8.26)

.445 (11.30)

.445 (11.30)

.445 (11.30)

.445 (11.30)

.445 (11.30)

.445 (11.30)

.383 (9.73)

.383 (9.73)

.320 (8.13)

.383 (9.73)

.383 (9.73)

1/2-28UNEF-2A

5/8-24UNEF-2A

5/8-24UNEF-2A

3/4-20UNEF-2A

7/8-20UNEF-2A

1-20UNEF-2A

3/4-20UNEF-2A

7/8-20UNEF-2A

1-20UNEF-2A

1/18-18UNEF-2A

1-1/4-18UNEF-2A

1-3/8-18UNEF-2A

1-1/2-18UNEF-2A

1-3/4-18UNS-2A

2-18UNS-2A

2-1/4-16UN-2A

Socket Insert End

Polarizing Boss Polarizing Boss

S
Typ.

R
Typ.

Panel Thickness

A
Thd.

V

L
K

Socket
Side

M
Pin

Side

T Dia.
4 Mtg. Holes

CLASS

CLASS

SHELL SIZE

SHELL SIZE

CONTACT ARRANGEMENT

CONTACT ARRANGEMENTS

CONTACT TYPE

ALTERNATE POSITION

MOUNTING

CONTACT TYPE

ALTERNATE POSITION

MOUNTING (BFR ONLY)

TBF and BFR pressurized bulkhead receptacles
mate with standard MS type plugs (3106,3107 and
3108) if contact arrangements correspond. Both
the BFR and TBF have resilient insulators. The TBF
(thru-bulkhead fitting) version has a double-faced
contstruction allowing mating from both ends. An O
ring is supplied as standard on both the BFR and the 
TBF. Contacts are silver plated copper or brass
alloy. Shells are aluminum alloy.

TBF thru-bulkhead fittings have pressurized resil-
ient insulators. Special douple-face pin and socket
contact construction permits cable components to
be wired and tested in the shop and then to be
plugged into the mounted TBF plug to complete the
installation. The TBF mates with 3106, 3107 and
3108 plugs.
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